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Subject: BCM Programming Tips

Models:
2010 - 2011 Saab 9-5

The following diagnosis might be helpful if the vehicle exhibits the symptom(s) described in this PI.

CONDITION/CONCERN:

The following information applies to BCM replacement / programming and should be used in conjunction 
with WEBWIS. Programming information can be found in WEBWIS under the path: Electrical system / Bus 
and diagnostics communication / Fault diagnosis, symptoms / Control Module References

RECOMMENDATION/INSTRUCTIONS:

Please observe the following tips when programming the body control module:
· NEVER unplug or replace the BCM with the battery connected.
· It is critical to maintain battery voltage during programming procedures. Install the EL-49642 SPS 
Programming Support Tool to maintain system voltage. If not available, connect a fully charged 12 V jumper 
or booster pack disconnected from the AC voltage supply. DO NOT connect a standard battery charger.
· It is important to verify the ignition mode is “RUN/ON” and not "ACCESSORY" when prompted by TIS. 
The LED on the start button will be illuminated green when the ignition is in “RUN/ON”. To get the ignition 
state in “RUN/ON” without the engine started, hold the start button without pressing the brake pedal until 
the led illuminates green.
· If the BCM will be replaced, follow the “Prepare Control Module for removal” sequence in TIS2WEB 
before replacing the module. If the BCM is being replaced for lack of communication this can be skipped, but 
do not skip this procedure unless it is absolutely necessary.
· There are several selections in TIS related to BCM programming that must be followed in the correct order. 
The procedures will vary depending on if the BCM is being replaced or simply reprogrammed.
· Prior to attempting to program the BCM, print the RPO code list. RPO codes can be found in TIS2WEB by 
clicking on RPO CODE DISPLAY from the TIS2WEB homepage.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
· If the BCM is being replaced, follow the procedures in this order:
1. “Prepare Control Module for removal” This procedure should be performed on the OLD BCM prior to 
removing it from the vehicle.
2. “BCM Programming” This procedure should be performed on the NEW BCM. Be sure to select “replace 
and program”. During this programming procedure you may be prompted to turn the ignition to “RUN/ON”. 
This may not be possible since the BCM has not been programmed yet. Click the next button on the 
programming screen, the ignition should turn on automatically. (only applies to keyless ignition)
3. After BCM programming has completed, perform the “Immobilizer - Program Transponder and Remote 
Key” procedure to learn the fobs. All fobs must be present and learned at this time. Any fob that is not 
learned during this procedure will no longer function and must be reprogrammed to the vehicle later. Refer 
to PIC5392 for further information.



4. After the fobs have been learned, perform “BCM – Configuration & Setup”. TIS2WEB will prompt you to 
make selections specific to the vehicles build. Refer to the RPO codes that were printed previously. The 
correct tire type should be “P metric standard” for all models. “Front Placard” and “Rear Placard” refer to 
the tire pressure inflation label in the driver’s door jam.
5. After all programming procedures have been completed; the TPM system must be relearned. Refer to 
“2010/12/9 Tire Pressure Monitor -TPM Learn 9-5 2010-2011” in IRIS for further information.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____
· If the BCM is only being reprogrammed, it is only necessary to perform the “BCM – Programming” 
procedure and then relearn TPM. Be sure to select “Reprogram” as the programming type. The other 
procedures should not need to be performed.
Please follow this diagnostic or repair process thoroughly and complete each step. If the condition exhibited is 
resolved without completing every step, the remaining steps do not need to be performed.
______________________________________________
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